Understanding substrate binding and product release in cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes is important for explaining their key role in drug metabolism, toxicity, xenobiotic degradation and biosynthesis. Here, molecular simulations of substrate and product exit from the buried active site of a mammalian P450, the microsomal CYP2C5, identified a dominant exit channel, termed pathway (pw) 2c. Previous simulations with soluble bacterial P450s showed a different dominant egress channel, pw2a. Combining these, we propose two mechanisms in CYP2C5: (i) a one-way route by which lipophilic substrates access the enzyme from the membrane by pw2a and hydroxylated products egress along pw2c; and (ii) a two-way route for access and egress, along pw2c, for soluble compounds. The proposed differences in substrate access and product egress routes between membranebound mammalian P450s and soluble bacterial P450s highlight the adaptability of the P450 fold to the requirements of differing cellular locations and substrate specificity profiles.
INTRODUCTION
Cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes form a ubiquitous monooxygenase haem protein family. They have an important role in the synthesis and degradation of many physiologically important compounds and in the detoxification of xenobiotics in many species of microorganisms, plants and animals (Graham-Lorence & Peterson, 1996) . Thus, this family is important from medical, agrochemical and pharmaceutical perspectives. The P450 proteins are categorized into families and subfamilies according to their sequence similarities. Prokaryotic P450s are soluble proteins; most eukaryotic P450s are membrane-bound enzymes and are attached to either the endoplasmic reticulum or mitochondrial membranes. All structures of cytochromes P450 known so far show the same tertiary fold. The active site of the enzyme is next to the haem cofactor, buried in the core of the protein. It is usually isolated from the surrounding solvent (Wade et al, 2004) .
This raises the question of how reactants enter or exit the active site of the enzyme. The crystal structures determined so far show channels accessible to a water-molecule-sized probe at pathway (pw) 1, 2a, 2c, 2e and a so-called solvent channel (Fig 1; Wade et al, 2004) . The numbering of the pws corresponds to the three pw classes (1, 2 and 3) found by thermal motion pathway analysis (Lü demann et al, 1997) . The pws are defined by the secondary structure elements lining them, and pw2 has been further subdivided according to random expulsion molecular dynamics (REMD) ligand egress trajectories (Lü demann et al, 2000a (Lü demann et al, , 2001 . All subclasses of pw2 share proximity with the BC loop/B 0 helix. Pw2a shows a channel opening between the FG loop and the B 0 helix/BC loop. In microsomal P450s, the protein at the outer entrance of pw2a (around the G 0 helix or FG loop region) is rather hydrophobic and is expected to dip into the lipid membrane (Fig 2) . Pw2c is located between the B 0 helix/BC loop, G and I helices. Pw2e reaches the protein surface through the BC loop. The solvent channel (Haines et al, 2001) shows an opening between the F, E and I helices.
Experimental results, as well as theoretical approaches, indicate one route for substrate access, pw2a, that is common to P450s. Pw2a may also serve as a product egress route in some P450s (Gerber, 1994; Lüdemann et al, 2000a,b; Prasad et al, 2000; Mueller et al, 2003) , such as soluble bacterial proteins. However, for membrane-bound P450s, the pws for product egress and substrate access are likely to differ. A hydrophobic substrate is likely to enter the active site of the enzyme from the membrane, along pw2a; a hydroxylated water-soluble product is likely to be released into the cytoplasm and requires a different pathway (Fig 2) .
The number of crystal structures of mammalian P450s available is limited and the enzymatic mechanism of membrane-bound P450s is poorly understood. Recently, the first crystal structure of a mammalian membrane-associated P450 (CYP2C5) in complex with a substrate, 4-methyl-N-methyl-N-(2-phenyl-2H-pyrazol-3-yl) benzenesulphonamide (DMZ), was solved (PDB-id: 1N6B; Wester et al, 2003) . The solved structure is a chimera because, to assist expression and crystallization, the amino-terminal membrane-anchor peptide was removed and an internal hydrophobic sequence in the FG loop/G 0 helix region was substituted with a more hydrophilic sequence from a related enzyme. This chimera is catalytically active in the absence as well as in the presence of lipid . In this crystal structure, pw2a, pw2e and the solvent channel are accessible to a water molecule-sized probe (Wade et al, 2004; Fig 1) . A previously determined structure of the substrate-free CYP2C5 (PDB-id: 1DT6; Williams et al, 2000) shows four active site channels along pw 2a, 2c, 2e and the solvent channel.
We address the question of how compounds exit from the active site of the CYP2C5 enzyme by applying standard molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and the REMD simulation method (Lü demann et al, 2000a; Winn et al, 2002) . Simulating ligand egress from the P450 active site is computationally challenging because the timescale of ligand egress is orders of magnitude greater than the times (typically B1-10 ns) for which the protein dynamics can be simulated using standard MD simulation techniques. The REMD method overcomes this problem by application of a small, artificial, randomly orientated force to the centre of mass of the ligand to enhance the probability of spontaneous exit of the ligand in a time range suitable for molecular dynamic simulations. REMD thus provides an objective way to identify ligand egress routes from protein interiors. It should be borne in mind, however, that REMD only partially accounts for the reorganization of protein and solvent on ligand egress as the timescale for ligand egress is necessarily shortened by the simulation methodology.
Here, we describe the egress routes of three compounds: progesterone (PROG), 21-hydroxy-progesterone (PROG-OH) and DMZ. CYP2C5 catalyses the 21-hydroxylation of PROG in rabbit (Dieter et al, 1982a,b) . DMZ is a substrate of CYP2C5 and four human CYP2C enzymes (CYP2C8, 2C9, 2C18 and 2C19).
This article describes the identification of pw2c as the predominant egress route in the CYP2C5 chimera, and the mechanism of substrate/product egress along this pathway. This pw leads from the active site to the solvent and is different from the predominant pw seen in simulations of bacterial P450s (pw2a), which in CYP2C5 is expected to connect the active site to the membrane. These observations allow us to propose two alternative mechanisms by which substrates and products are guided through the enzyme, with their usage dependent on the cellular location of the substrate. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION pw2c is the predominant egress pathway
Details of all REMD simulations resulting in ligand expulsion from the protein are given in Table 1 . The ligand exit trajectories were clustered into pws based on the secondary structure elements lining them, as described in the Introduction. There is one predominant pw, pw2c, that is common to all simulated compounds and was observed in 26 out of 33 ligand egress trajectories, including all the ligand egress trajectories for which the magnitude of the acceleration due to the random force was less than 0.25 kcal/g/Å . This pw is not observed to be open in the high-resolution crystal structure used for the simulation (PDB: 1N6B), but is open to a water probe in the lower resolution structure of CYP2C5 (PDB: 1DT6; Fig 1) .
Egress along pw2c involves hydrogen-bond breakage
The breakage of a hydrogen-bond between the side chain of K241 and the carbonyl oxygen of V106 lining the ligand release pw seems to be crucial for pw2c channel opening (Fig 3 and movies in supplementary information online). This hydrogen-bond breakage, which leads to an enhanced flexibility of the B 0 helix/BC loop, is seen in both REMD and MD simulations (see Fig 4 and text  below) . A role for this hydrogen bond in channel opening was suggested by Wester et al (2003) , based on the observation that, in the absence of the hydrogen bond between the side chain of K241 and the carbonyl oxygen of V106, the crystal structure 1DT6 showed an opening at pw2c, whereas, in the presence of this hydrogen bond in the crystal structure 1N6B, no such channel opening was observed. Interestingly, the crystal structure of CYP2C8 shows an arginine substituting for K241 and making a hydrogen bond to a backbone carbonyl oxygen in the B 0 helix. This observation, together with recent mutagenesis data (Melet et al, 2004) , suggests a similar opening mechanism in CYP2C8. A related mechanism of channel opening by dynamic hydrogen bond exchange to an arginine has also been described for pw2a in P450eryF (Winn et al, 2002) .
REMD identifies routes not observed in standard MD
A 1,600 ps standard MD simulation for each of the substrates/ products in complex with CYP2C5 did not show any channel opening. In addition, a 1,000 ps simulation of a substrate-free structure (generated by replacing the substrate in the active site a A is the magnitude of the acceleration resulting from the random expulsion force acting on the centre of mass of the ligand. The direction of the force is kept for N time steps of 2 fs. If, during this time period, a specified distance, r min , is covered by the substrate molecule, the direction of the force is maintained, otherwise a new direction is chosen randomly. Details of the REMD method are given in Lüdemann et al (2000a). These parameters were chosen on the basis of preliminary simulations of CYP2C5, so that artefactual distortion of the secondary structure was minimal while still permitting ligand egress to be observed within a reasonable simulation time. Some trajectories simulated (not listed) did not result in ligand egress within 400 ps, with the parameters given. b Other routes not previously identified in crystal structures or simulations as potential active site channels for substrate or product passage. CYP2C5 active site routes K. Schleinkofer et al with water molecules) did not result in channel opening, although it showed transient breakage of the K241-V106 hydrogen bond (Fig 4) . Furthermore, the reversion of the chimeric water-soluble CYP2C5 sequence back to the more hydrophobic wild-type sequence of CYP2C5, affecting residues close to pw2a, did not result in any channel opening in 1,600 ps. Essential dynamics analysis (Amadei et al, 1993) showed that the major motions were at the N and carboxyl termini and in the loop regions (notably, the FG loop, the HI loop and the EF loop), where there is also variation between the different crystal structures of CYP2C5. In contrast, all secondary structure elements were well preserved during the MD simulations and did not show much movement around pw2c. These results are consistent with the expectation that channel opening occurs on much longer timescales than the 1.6 ns of the MD simulations, but the observation of dynamics in the formation of the K241-V106 hydrogen bond in the ligand-free structure points to the initial protein motions necessary to permit substrate binding along pw2c.
Further evidence for ligand passage along pw2c
The epitope of an inhibitory monoclonal antibody of CYP2C5 (Kronbach & Johnson, 1991) includes S115 and K118, N-terminal to the C helix close to pw2c and pw2e, and this might explain why the antibody seems to interfere with substrate binding or product exit. Site-directed mutagenesis data for CYP2B1 also provide evidence for an access channel in the region of pw2c (Scott et al, 2004a) . CYP2B1 is a high K m progesterone 16a-hydroxylase, whereas CYP2C5 is a low K m progesterone 21-hydroxylase. CYP2B1 and CYP2C5 have 51% sequence identity and a few active site mutations can confer progesterone 21-hydroxylase activity on CYP2B1 (Kumar et al, 2003) . Substitutions in the N-terminal portion of the I helix of CYP2B1 were able to cause changes of two-to fivefold in k cat and K m values for several substrates (Scott et al, 2004a) . The I290F mutation had the greatest effect on catalysis and binding. The side chain of the equivalent residue in CYP2C5, I286, packs against the K241-V106 hydrogen bond that is perturbed on ligand egress by pw2c, and, together with V285, which packs against K241, may help to stabilize this interaction between the G helix and the B 0 C loop.
Summary and implications
The alternative scenarios for ligand passage to and from the P450 active site suggested by this and previous work are shown in Fig 2. Previous REMD simulations (Winn et al, 2002) , supported by steered MD simulations (Lü demann et al, 2000a, b) and diverse experimental data, indicate pw2a as the most likely route for substrate access and product egress in the soluble bacterial P450s, although other channels may be used as indicated by several crystal structures of prokaryotic P450s (Wade et al, 2004) , most notably Mycobacterium tuberculosis CYP51 (Podust et al, 2004) . Conversely, the present results for a membrane-bound mammalian P450, CYP2C5, point to pw2c being the product egress route. This route, which would release products close to the membrane, would provide a convenient way to channel products to other membrane-bound enzymes, such as other P450s, for which they are substrates, in either degradative or biosynthetic pws. Pw2c could be part of a one-way route by which substrates from the membrane enter by pw2a and are transformed into products that leave by pw2c. Alternatively, it may be a two-way route allowing soluble substrates to enter and their products to leave the active site by pw2c. The relative extent to which pw2a and pw2c are used will thus depend on the interactions with the membrane, which are expected to affect the opening of pw2a, and the nature of the substrate.
To what extent our results for CYP2C5 are transferable to other mammalian P450s can only be speculated at present. Crystal structures of a number of recently published mammalian P450s have shown a diversity of protein conformations despite retention of the same P450 tertiary fold. The ability of this fold to undergo large conformational changes is demonstrated by the crystal structure of the mammalian CYP2B4 in which the active site is so wide open (at pw2a) that a second CYP2B4 molecule in the crystal reaches into the active site and coordinates the haem of the first (Scott et al, 2004b) . Our results indicate that the use of pw2c is dependent on the type of interactions between the BC loop and the G helix, as well as the length and flexibility of the BC loop. Here, we find that a hydrogen bond between these secondary structure elements (at K241) is broken by ligand egress and may have a tethering role influencing ligand passage along pw2c, similar to that for pw2a in P450eryF (Winn et al, 2002) . A similar hydrogen-bond arrangement is seen in the structure of CYP2C8. The data on CYP2B1 and CYP2C8 mutations, as well as monoclonal antibody binding to a CYP2C4 double mutant (T115S, N118K; Kronbach & Johnson, 1991) , also circumstantially support their use of pw2c. Future simulations of other P450s, as well as simulations in the presence of a lipid bilayer and other proteins, such as the P450 reductase, will undoubtedly help to pinpoint the pws used by the enzyme reactants and the mechanisms of ligand passage. As such, our results provide a framework for the investigation of alternate substrate access 
METHODS
The simulations of the CYP2C5 chimera were based on its crystal structure with DMZ bound (resolution 2.3 Å , PDB-id: 1N6B; Wester et al, 2003) . In this crystal structure, two binding modes were assigned to DMZ. These have opposite orientations of the long axis of the substrate, and were named ADMZ (with the benzylic methyl group 4.4 Å from the haem Fe) and BDMZ (with the benzylic methyl group directed away from the haem). PROG and PROG-OH were docked into the active site of CYP2C5 (with DMZ removed) using the program Autodock (Morris et al, 1998) . The docked configuration with the most favourable energy score was used for subsequent simulations.
The enzyme complexes, as well as the free enzyme, were solvated with crystallographic water molecules, and then with water molecules, as well as four Na þ ions to neutralize the system, placed in energetically favourable locations using the GRID program (Goodford, 1985) . This partially solvated system was then immersed in a periodic box of TIP3P water molecules. The AMBER94 force field (Cornell et al, 1995) , with PME treatment of forces (cutoff ¼ 8.5 Å ), and the AMBER program (Version 7, http://amber.scripps.edu) were used. The systems were energy-minimized for 200 steps and then subjected to MD simulation at 300 K and 1 bar for 1,600 ps (1,000 ps in the case of the ligand-free structure). The simulations were analysed for channel opening by visual inspection and by essential dynamics to identify low-frequency motions (Amadei et al, 1993) .
The egress pws of the compounds were simulated by REMD (Lü demann et al, 2000a; Winn et al, 2002) , implemented by modification of AMBER7. The REMD simulations were started from the coordinates obtained after the 1,600 ps standard MD simulations, when the systems were well equilibrated as indicated by the root-mean-square deviation (r.m.s.d.) shown in Fig 5, among other criteria. CYP2C5 active site routes K. Schleinkofer et al
